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REVIEW OF MY UNDERSTANDING OF THE HAMMER THROW 
Chapter One. History, Swings and Entry position 

 
For over a three decades I have been coaching in the hammer throw event. 

Throughout this time I have always been in the search for more knowledge on the event. 
This was not only to give the athletes I have helped more chance to reach their potential but 
also to disseminate my learning to other coaches in England. 
 

Further to this I feel that by knowing the history of the development of the event less 
repeated mistakes should be made and the event can move forward. This has happened in 
almost every country but Great Britain, although at the highest levels (world) performances 
have actually dropped. I think part of this has occurred due to increasingly tougher doping 
controls. Further I believe in Great Britain there has also been a lack of understanding, and 
possibly a reluctance to come out of comfort zones of 30 years ago, by many, to find out 
how to move our throwing technique forward. Many are too content to be large fish in small 
ponds. 
 

I have always used the analogy of formulae 1 car racing when explaining the 
progressions in hammer throwing. At the start the young driver becomes competent on go-
carting, equating to the hammer thrower getting started up to approx 50mtrs. When the 
driver is considered skilful enough they may move on to Formulae 3, hammer thrower 60 
mtrs. Both have to learn and modify new skills and understanding. When this is achieved 
they move on to Formulae 2, or 70mtrs for the thrower. Both now know that to get into 
Formulae 1 and to the 80mtrs they and their team need to know what they are doing. The 
car and the driver have to form a perfect synergy. Both the driver and the thrower have 
come a long way, now they start to really learn, now they are in the real world. 

 
I wish to put forward an understanding of the hammer throw as a balancing act, to 

examine, after G. Gassner et al, the paradoxical nature of the hammer throw, to revisit the 
relationship of the hammer – thrower or even thrower – hammer system over a number of 
papers. Remember these papers are aimed at the technically advanced coach who is willing 
to learn. They will contain biomechanical analysis and basic mathematics on the forces 
exerted on the hammer – thrower system to support the findings of the optimum combination 
of radius and angular velocity. 
 
But first the major steps forward,  
 
Major dates in distance improvements 
1952 Soviet Union takes part in their first Olympics. Jozsef Csermak of Hungary breaks 60m 
when winning with 60.30m. 
1965 Hal Conolly of the USA breaks 70mtrs with 71.24m 
1975 May 19th at Rehlingen Karl-Hans Riehm of Germany breaks the then existing world 
record of 76.66m with all his 6 throws with a best of 78.50m 
1978 July Boris Zaitshuk of the Soviet Union breaks through the 80mtr barrier with 80.14m. 
1986 Current World record of 86.74mtrs is set 
Although only recognised since 1994, for World Record purposes, the women’s event has 
progressed rapidly, with many women now over the 70m mark & a World Record of 
77.64mtrs. 
 
While the years have passed the technique of hammer throwing has developed also. 
1) Early 1950’s Late lift off & late landing of the right foot. Main problem with this 
method is that lateness of the right foot landing tends to leave the centre of acceleration 
around 0/360º. Obviously at his point the possibility of accelerating the hammer is well gone. 
WR 59.88mtrs, BR 56.02mtrs  
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Unfortunately this is still commonly drilled in to youngsters in the UK, most never recover. 
 
2) Mid 1950’s the realisation that the combination of the late right foot placement and 
the lack of torque and acceleration, through the previous method,( early 1950’s), led to the 
late lift off and early landing of the right foot. This method was not popular as it resulted in 
limited torque and noticeable losses of speed in the single support phase. WR 64.52mtrs, 
BR 59.61mtrs 
 
3) Early 1960’s. Throwers in this era tried to lengthen the single support whilst 
decreasing the double support. The effect was an acceleration path of only 40% and a 
massively strong athlete. The centre of the acceleration path reverted to 0/360º area as the 
right foot was brought all the way around.  WR 70.76mtrs, BR 64.95mtrs 
Also still commonly seen throughout the UK. Practised by most of the veteran athletes. 
 
4) Late 1960’s early lift off and early landing of the right foot. Minimum loss of speed in 
the single support phase maximum application of power. Bondarchuck was a good example 
of beginnings of this method WR 75.48mtrs, BR 68.06mtrs. Totally inappropriate ‘drills’ 
never permit the development of this method in the UK  
 
5) In 1971 An important paper was presented by Anotoliy Samozvetsov to the Soviet 
Coaches, & printed in Legkaya Atletica, on the duration of acceleration and the hammer 
path whilst turning. He recommends the most efficient change from double support to single 
support phase for the maximum acceleration. The Soviets took this knowledge and refined 
it, breaking the 80mtr barrier in 1978. BR 74.98mtrs 
 
 

 
 
 

1 Optimum acceleration curve 
 
2. Early lifting of right foot.  
 
3. Late lifting of right foot.  
 
4. Early placement of right foot.  
 
5. Late placement of right foot.  
 
6. Direction of turn.  
 
7. Position of feet at the start.  
 
8. Camera.  
 
9. Direction of hammer release path

6) Late 1980’s .A. Bondarchuk guides Yuori Seydkh to a world record throw of 86m 
74cm. In 1986 Sedykh had added 6.60mtrs to his countrymen’s first 80mtr+ throw in just 8 
years. After this a number of analysis papers on the hammer throw appeared. They all 
supported Samozvetsov's and Bondarchuk’s work on the technical aspects of the throw. BR 
77.54mtrs. Recent research in Finland has shown his findings to be highly accurate. All 
coaches should have this tattooed on their hearts. 
 

In 2004 the IAAF produced a list of technical & biomechanical information available 
on the hammer event over the years. E.g. As far back as 1978 the U.S Olympic Committee 
sponsored a biomechanical analysis through G.Ariel, M.Walls & A.Penny. Jesus Dapena 
(1984 - 1991) carried out comparisons of Russian, German & American throwers Single & 
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Double support phases, & proved acceleration of the hammer in the Single Support phase. 
As a young Biological Science degree student Yuri Bakarinov “Hammer Throw—Evolution 
and Future” (1987).R Otto (1991) & H.Connelly (1991) A. Bertram (1986 & 1988) wrote on Y 
Sedykh. In England, over a six year period, C.Morriss & R.Bartlett carried out high speed 
cine camera filming on a number of athletes both in & out of competition.  

 
These are just a few of the 286 documents listed. This does not include a number of 

publications from pre 1970, & none from pre 1954. I understand from further reading that 
there may be in excess of 550 documents associated with hammer throwing. 
 

So we can see since the early 1960’s it is the Russian coaches that have practically 
established the basic hammer throw technique and contemporary training methods.  
 

In earlier editions of the coach magazine I described the fundamentals of hammer 
throwing starting with the swings and entry. I wish to return now and move on to the work 
expected from a higher level coach athlete relationship. To begin, let us observe the position 
of the advanced thrower in relation to the hammer  - thrower system during the initial swings 
of the hammer.  

 
In this initial phase of the throw, the athlete’s task is merely to set the hammer in 

motion, and does not concern itself with the thrower –hammer system. Because the speed of 
the hammer is relatively slow during these initial swings, only a small amount of centripetal 
force must be exerted on the hammer, something on the order of ten kilogrammes (V.N. 
Tutjowitsch 1979), likewise, the reaction of the hammer in the form of centrifugal force is also 
relatively small. The thrower therefore is forming a balancing act with the hammer and 
adjusting by just enough for the pressures to balance each other out. Remember this point 
throughout your reading of this article. It’s a balancing act. 

For this next part of this article I am indebted to the help a number of Finnish 
coaches, in particular IAAF hammer coach Mr Antti Vierula of the IAAF accredited centre in 
Kuortane, Finland, where I was fortunate enough to attend during the summer of 2006 the 
spring of 2007, with him visiting in 2008 and my last visit through January 2009. 
 

The preliminary swings are one of the most important technical elements of the 
hammer throw. They are responsible for the throwing rhythm and tempo, the position of the 
lowest point in the rotational trajectory of the hammer, the moving of the hammer head into 
an optimal position and the placement of the athlete’s body into a suitable position for the 
turns to follow.  

The stability in the execution of the preliminary swings is so important that in a 
progressional development this element should be understood and completed before the 
throwing action as a whole begins. The thrower has to generate only enough pressure to 
balance the pull of the hammer. But the body position of the athlete is also influenced by the 
slope of the plane of rotation of the hammer during these initial swings, so how do you 
determine the optimal slope of this plane. What is the correct angle? Obviously it depends to 
a large extent on the physical characteristics of the thrower, such as height, weight and the 
skill of the thrower. Where should the low point be & why? 
 

I would like to put forward a number of suggestions that may provide a better 
understanding. I previously stated that the purpose of the swings “are responsible for the 
throwing rhythm and tempo, the position of the lowest point in the rotational trajectory of the 
hammer, the moving of the hammer head into an optimal position and the placement of the 
athlete’s body into a suitable position for the turns to follow”. 
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It therefore follows that the athlete should, without fear of losing his balance, assume 
a stable stance that allows the maximum radius of the hammer’s path. This must be 
achieved with the use of smooth actions, no snatching or pulling on the hammer. During the 
initial swings, the thrower must make sure that the plane through which the hammer-path 
radius increases is relatively horizontal.  A steep slope of the hammer-path plane will cause 
the thrower to lift his arms too high over their head, lead to a straightening of the left leg,and 
the added muscular effort of the thrower works against the hammer.  
 

Returning to look at a comparison of the forces which act on the thrower, the 
question was ‘should they execute the swings with a relatively horizontal hammer-path 
plane, or with a relatively sloped one’?.  We will assume that the path radii and the speeds 
of the hammers are equal and that the torso of the thrower remains in a vertical position in 
both cases. This means that in both cases equal centrifugal forces is the result, which 
(because they pull on the arms of the thrower) attempt to tilt him over. However, the levers 
in both cases are different , i.e. the force created, when comparing the relatively sloped 
hammer-path plane to the relatively horizontal one, the greater  "tilting moment” is in the 
sloping  plane. 
The more the hammer path diverges from the horizontal, the greater is the tilting moment 
(due to centrifugal force) and the greater is the thrower’s risk of losing his balance. It would 
therefore be wise to allow the thrower to find a comfortable ‘feel’ for the swings and to 
enable them to achieve the resultant entry in a proficient manner. 

.  

Fig 1 Diagram of the Swings Extracted from Amicale Des Entraineurs No 75 June 
1982. Now the IAAF Hammer Technical Analysis CECS LII 

It is at this point that I feel it is more straight forward to combine discussion of the 
swings & the entry 
Recently Dr A.Bondarchuck in an article titled Modern Trends In Hammer Technique observed 
the following 
At present, most of the world’s strongest athletes demonstrate some other method of entry into 
the first turn, where the low point of the implement’s rotation plane is considerably displaced to 
the left. (His meaning is displaced from the right toe toward the centre 0/360º, not over to the 
left toe, the article continues to explain) In one case, it is in front of the thrower - approximately 
equidistant between the left and right foot projections. In other cases, it is displaced to the left.  
 

As a coach on the courses I attended and with my mentors it was drummed into me 
that the low point is off the right toe & the athlete should stretch back on the right side, whilst 
using the hips to counterbalance the weight of the hammer. This would put the low point at 
approximately 345º - 350º & theoretically the high point opposite at approximately 165º - 170º 

Therefore if the low point is off the right toe then the plane of the hammer must be 
rising as it comes to the throwers front 0/360º. As the placement of the feet is wide (70 to 
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80cm for a mature male thrower) to create a maximal rotational momentum, I would contend 
this is why I observe so many of our athletes with a combination of these problems: a hammer 
plane that is too high and steep by 90º point, a left shoulder pulled back, a straightened left leg 
and a left hip that has pulled off the axis of rotation at 90 º, by 180º a reduced radius has been 
created by the arms being high in the air, a late right foot lift off, a late and heavy right foot 
landing & a tendency to create a right sided axis of rotation. Completely opposite to what is 
required. 
 

In this situation, low point to the right, the left leg is not sufficiently loaded to set up a 
good radius on the left side and therefore through the desired axis of rotation. The athlete is 
now unable to use the left foot correctly and will be unable to transfer over  the toe. 
Consequently radius is lost , the hammer moves ahead of the thrower and during the 
subsequent turns the low point of the trajectory shifts to the left either by the athlete “pulling” 
the implement when the shoulders emerge from the turn, or from the delayed placement of the 
right foot. This will almost certainly lead to the hips being in the wrong position and an overall 
mechanically inefficient and ineffective position to influence the hammer..  

I would suggest moving the low point to approximately 355º. (This means completing 
the isosceles triangle of arms and shoulders, in front of the athlete at 0/360º, with the hammer 
head approx 5º behind.)* By also flattening the plane of the preliminary swings you will then 
influence the inclination angle into the entry and subsequent turns. Recordings of throwers in 
the 1960’s & 1970’s indicate 37º - 40°. It must be remembered that these measurements would 
be from very strong three turners. Whereas of the four turners, Litvinov had a 16° angle in the 
first turn, 29° in the second, 34° in the third and 38° in the delivery. The corresponding angles 
for Sedykh were 21°-31°-38° and 39°. After these initial swings with the hammer, the thrower 
proceeds to accelerate the thrower – hammer system into the entry & the subsequent  turns.  
* The biomechanics of this position will be explained in a later article. 

 
Transfer to the first turn  

The largest differences in opinions appear to be on the low point of the hammer 
trajectory in the transfer to the first turn, although currently, there are many that still insist that it 
should be opposite the toes of the right foot, major voices such as Dr Bondarchuk and the 
research over the last decade cannot be dismissed. (Also the fact that the IAAF courses have 
been showing this position since the mid ‘90’s, see Fig 1) My suggestion is that a positioning 
of the low point, with a flatter plane, to the centre line makes it easier to accelerate the 
hammer in the first turn, but at the same time could make it harder to produce a wide 
movement arc of the hammer to the left. Skill and an empathy with the hammer - thrower 
system at a higher level is required. It helps also if the coach has at least a basic 
understanding and visual awareness of the biomechanical principles as applied to sports 
techniques. 
 

Nevertheless, I realise there is no complete agreement to this area of current hammer 
technique and we still find three major recommended variations in the literature: e.g. ‘The 
External Structure Of The Hammer Throw By Igor Romanov, Aleksandra Bogdanov And 
Yevgeni Vrublensky, Russia’ 1997 
1) The lowest trajectory point shifts from a position in front of the right foot in the first turn 
to a position straight in front of the thrower at the final delivery.  
2) The lowest trajectory point shifts from a position in front of the right foot to a position in 
front of the left foot at the delivery phase.  
3) The lowest trajectory point shifts from 350/0° to a position in front of the left foot at the 
delivery. This is the now accepted as the position that the majority of the world’s top throwers 
are achieving.  
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Of course, these variations are influenced by variations in the genetic characteristics, 
technique, skill, physiological abilities of the throwers and the number of turns employed (three 
or four).  

After speaking to a number of coaches both in the UK & abroad over the past few years 
specifically Finnish and German coaches on this subject. These are my conclusions 
 

1) Set up at the rear of the circle, head facing approximately 45º to your right* 
2) Right foot pointing straight ahead (not out to the right)** 
3) During the swings do not move the left foot or hip about 
4) First swing to the right of your head 
5) Second swing to the left of centre of your head, not to high, more parallel to the 

ground, whilst keeping your thumb knuckles close to your head. Imagine the knuckle 
of your left thumb almost in your left eye. This means the hand position on the second 
swing is in the centre of your face. 

6) Pressure on the hammer head is to be constant. Hips must stay facing the rear, do not 
use them for a counterbalance movement. 

7) Make the swings big but not forced. 
8) On the final swing as the hammer goes around the left side of the thrower (behind the 

head, see point 1) it should not rise above head height, i.e. be fractionally below the 
horizontal, and to the frontal observer, as the entry starts, the right elbow should not 
be seen. For the thrower, the whole right side must be in line vertically. Squeeze your 
glutes, control your abdominals 

9) As the arms drop the hammer is pushed out wide on the right hand side (let the 
hammer go out from the point of your ear) you must only bend the right leg a little into 
the movement and place the hammer head low point into the centre of your position. 
DO NOT CUT OR CHOP IN FROM THE RIGHT SIDE. There is no movement from 
the left side on the entry 

10) E.g. The athlete must lock into the isosceles triangle formed by the arms and 
shoulders such as that by 0/360º point the head is neutrally aligned and the chin is in 
line with the knuckles of the right hand. The left side is braced, hammer head approx 
5º but no more than 10º behind. (The biomechanics of this position will be explained in 
a later article) 

11) The right hip knee and toe are driven into the left side slightly ahead of the hammer. 
(see Bertram 1991 Visit to the Black Sea) On the point of entry 0/360º there must be a 
slight delay before the left foot starts to turn. Too early and there is no block for the 
right to push into. At no later than 90º you should be in a strong position with both feet 
parallel facing left, the right has probably already broken contact, the left knee bent. 
DO NOT ATTEMPT TO RISE. Hammer head below shoulder height 

12) On the first turn on the toe, the hammer should be well out to the left and still be there 
just before the high point as the athlete transfers at the balance point. 

13) On subsequent heel toe turns as the thrower transfers onto the side of their foot the 
hammer again creates it’s largest radius on the left and is still there before the high 
point as the athlete transfers onto their toe at the balance point. Thus maintaining the 
hip and shoulder axis through control of the left side axis of rotation. As the coach 
observes, from the rear of the circle, the left heel on the transfer/balance point, the 
hammer should still be behind the heel. 

14) For the thrower to remain in balance, the axis must always remain perpendicular to the 
ground. 

 
An analogy of the first turn. Imagine an ‘ice drill’ with it’s two handles (the throwers hips) If the 
backside sets up a large countering radius the left side axis of rotation cannot function 
correctly, (Nothing for the right side to push against.). Returning to our drill bit, if it is moved off 
the vertical alignment the ability to ‘bite’ into the ice will be reduced. Putting it another way ‘If 
the ‘drill bit’ moves then you lose your purchase and are unable to drill due to loss of power. 
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*If the athlete uses the step in remember two things,  
a) As the right foot steps in ensure you achieve the non-step in position. see 2) 
b) The next swing is the entry swing, do not add in another. 
**If the right foot is not pointing straight forward the right knee will drag behind. 

 
Interestingly in 1994 working on the biomechanics of the hammer throw with Dr Calvin 

Morris and Professor Bartlett of Crewe & Alsager Manchester University we came to some 
basic conclusions. These were; to flatten the entry & the first two turns, then on the landing of 
the second turn extend the right leg to achieve the best possible force at the low point. (This is 
when the thrower can have the most positive influence on the hammer) Unfortunately this was 
only partially investigated. Always wise in hindsight it can now be seen that this is correct.  
 

In discussions with overseas coaches, when I mentioned movements such as 
‘stretching right back’ in the swings, forming ‘Charlie Chaplin’ positions at the rear of the circle, 
and a few of the regular drills carried out in the UK, although remaining polite, they informed 
me that I was speaking “old early Russian” & the simplest thing to do was forget those drills, as 
they do not relate to the throw at all. Go for Litvinov’s swings & entry but to also take note of 
Sedykh’s entry.  
 

The Finns do not bother to teach the heel turn entry as it initiates bad habits and is very 
difficult to execute. So it is the toe turn right from the start into an early 270º right foot landing 
Bondarchuk believes that it will take “three years for a thrower to relearn the turn if he has 
started with the older parallel placement/landing”  (Bondarchuk 1983) As to drills, I was shown 
‘fun turns’ developed by the Finnish coaches with people like Murofushi and Karjalainen. Very 
fast turning footwork practice, no stop start swing turns as in the UK 
 
Rear of circle facing thrower 

 
Rear of circle facing thrower (unfortunately right foot should be as picture No 4 & 5 throughout) 
 

 
Right side of the circle approximately 315º (unfortunately right foot not as recommended) 
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Right side of circle approximately 225º (right foot should be as picture No 4 &  5 throughout) 
 
Bondarchuk comments. 
There are different points of view in connection with the displacement of the low point of the 
hammer to the left. One group of specialists consider such performance of a given element of 
hammer technique in entry to the first turn an essential error, saying that in this way, the 
hammer “runs away” from the thrower. As a result, we can observe an insufficient lead in the 
double support phases of the subsequent turns, and in the final effort.  
 
Others, insisting on their point of view, state that athletes who are fast enough must remove 
the low point to the left, as it promotes a turn of the ‘thrower-hammer-system” to the left around 
the rotation axis. Moreover, optimum factors exist for compensatory displacement of a 
thrower’s body relative to the hammer, in the process of executing the one-foot phase.  
 
Taking into account, that in using one or another method of entry into the first turn, athletes 
have demonstrated great results, it is better not to consider excluding one or other method, but 
to affirm the individual approach to each of them separately.  
In all cases, the athlete will select an optimum way of entering the first turn, bearing in mind 
the main biomechanical principles of athletics throwing techniques, and taking into account 
individual peculiarities.  
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